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Canada’s leading 100% natural gas royalty trust

Paramount Energy Trust Credo
OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN MANAGING THIS HIGH-PERFORMANCE TRUST
Paramount Energy Trust strives to be the Energy Trust Investment of Choice using innovation, adaptability
and perseverance to bring energy to market while generating sustainable premium after-tax returns for
our Unitholders. Implicit in this purpose is to be:

^ The Vision of Excellence in the oil and gas sector by fostering | Accountability, interdependently balanced
between our Unitholders, employees, partners, suppliers, community and the environment | An internal

environment of integrity, opportunity, individual responsibility, creativity and respect | An entrepreneurial
spirit and drive in all facets of our organization.

^ The most efficient finder and exploiter of opportunities.
^ Highly profitable while operating within an acceptable risk profile for stakeholders.
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principled
^ Maintaining a very low base level of

Investors ask how our results were

production decline with only 20 percent

achieved – and, more importantly, what

Energy Trust is beginning to reach its

cash flow re-investment through cost-

can be expected in the future? Our

full stride, breaking out as one of the

effective asset base optimization activities;

business plan which is detailed in this

^ Closing three significant acquisitions –

profile will continue to guide our efforts for

each of which was aligned with our vision

maintaining high returns for Unitholders.

after the Trust was created in June 2003,

and which strategically strengthened our

The Trust’s prime goal is to generate

we were confronted with the challenge

core assets;

maximum returns while growing a low risk,

While a young organization in terms
of its history as a Trust, Paramount

leaders in the oil and gas trust sector.
Our actions speak volumes. Only months

of the gas over bitumen issue. The year
that followed was a demanding time but
also an opportunity to prove ourselves as
an accountable team. Rather than retract
and bemoan an adversity, we rolled up
our sleeves and hit it straight on. The
position presented by our team created a
strong case to the regulator, captured the
attention of the media and, after much
hard work, has led to a financial resolution
for our Unitholders.
At the same time, we persevered to execute
our business plan, actively capitalizing on
many opportunities. Our second year of

^ Achieving almost 50 percent growth in
production by adhering to the principles
of our business plan, despite the shut-in
of 17.4 MMcf/d of sales gas as a result
of the gas over bitumen issue;

^ Successfully financing these activities

to maintain a balance sheet poised to
take advantage of new opportunities;

^ Translating all of these activities into a
37.5 percent increase in distributions
for our Unitholders; and

^ Remaining Canada’s only 100 percent
The details of these and other

achieved many benchmarks including:

current activities can be found in our

^ Recording the fourth highest annual

Annual Repor t and on our website at

trust sector of 54 percent, third highest
amongst the oil and gas royalty trusts;

business through the royalty trust structure
that is the vision of excellence in the
oil patch.
We are proud to be an active member of
Canada’s petroleum industry. The challenges are many – as are the opportunities.
We approach our work with energy guided
by the principles of our Credo as we are
acutely aware of the competition for
investors’ dollars, within and outside the oil
and gas sector. Ultimately, we are judged
on our returns.

natural gas royalty trust.

operations was truly a breakout year. PET

total return in the Canadian income

low exposure exploration and production

www.paramountenergy.com. In this Trust
Profile, our goal is to introduce you to PET’s
formula for success.

Sue Riddell Rose
President and Chief Operating Officer

strategic

PA R A M O U N T E N E R G Y T R U S T AT A G L A N C E

Production (April 2005) (1) 130 MMcf/d

Production (1) 35.7 MMcf/d

Reserves (January 1, 2005)
Proved producing

West Side

162.6 Bcf (70%)

Reserves (2) 68.2 Bcf

Proved non-producing

3.6 Bcf (2%)

Average working interest

Proved undeveloped

3.2 Bcf (1%)

Undeveloped land

Shut-in gas over bitumen reserves

24.0 Bcf (10%)

Producing wells

Probable

40.1 Bcf (17%)

Booster compressor stations

Total proved and probable
Reserve life index

233.5 Bcf
5.3 years (P+P)

84.6%
128,158 net acres
188 (166.9 net)
20 (18.5 net)

Gas plants (3) 7 (5.6 net)

East Side
Production (1) 33.4 MMcf/d

Land (January 1, 2005)
Total land holdings
Average working interest
Undeveloped land

Reserves (2) 66.9 Bcf
1,916,608 net acres
83.2%
775,140 net acres

Average working interest

82.6%

Undeveloped land

218,048 net acres

Producing wells

292 (227.9 net)

Booster compressor stations
Infrastructure (January 1, 2005)
Producing wells
Booster compressor stations

Gas plants
747 (616.8 net)
46 (44.5 net)

Gas plants (3) 25 (22.4 net)
Operatorship

90%

14 (14.0 net)
(3)

7 (6.3 net)

Athabasca
Production (1) 54.9 MMcf/d
Reserves (2) 84.2 Bcf
Average working interest

81.9%

Undeveloped land

212,053 net acres

Producing wells

165 (143.8 net)

Booster compressor stations
Gas plants

7 (7.0 net)
(3)

6 (5.5 net)

Southern
Production (1) 6.9 MMcf/d
(1)

2

Average sales gas
production from the
first week of April 2005

(2)

Proved plus probable

(3)

Gas plants include
facilities which
compress gas into
sales gas pipeline
pressure

Reserves (2) 16.3 Bcf
Average working interest
Undeveloped land
Producing wells
Booster compressor stations

84.0%
216,881 net acres
102 (78.2 net)
5 (5.0 net)

Gas plants (3) 5 (5.0 net)
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100 percent low cost, shallow natural gas
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^ High field netbacks
^ Predictable production profile
^ History of low cost production additions
^ Extensive opportunity inventory
^ High working interest
^ Operatorship
^ Strategic infrastructure ownership
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PET’S ASSET BASE IS HIGHLY SUITED
TO THE LOW RISK PROFILE OF THE TRUST
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focused
SINCE DAY ONE, OUR BUSINESS PLAN HAS REMAINED

Focused on sustainability

UNCHANGED.

Our aim is sustainability. With current gas prices and our asset

It has driven significant growth and value creation and will

base and inventory of opportunities, we achieve this by reinvesting

remain our guiding force in maximizing distributions to

20 to 25 percent of our cash flow to mitigate the natural production

Unitholders. Our business plan is built around a fundamental

declines inherent in our shallow gas asset base. The remaining 75

question we continually ask ourselves, “What more can we do

to 80 percent of our cash flow is paid out monthly to Unitholders

to achieve the desired results for our Unitholders?” That question

providing them with the opportunity to further compound their

stems from a culture of accountability ingrained in the Trust and

return on investment. Larger growth opportunities, including

which drives virtually all of our activities.

acquisitions, are generally funded through external financing

The fundamentals of our business plan are as follows:

sources. With new assets the cycle continues.

^ Maximize cash flow | Managing both the cost and revenue

sides of our business to maximize netbacks and hence cash flow;

^ Asset optimization | Optimizing our asset base through
low risk exploitation, infrastructure management and

proactive management of our extensive undeveloped
land base;

^ Accretive acquisitions | Pursuing accretive corporate
and property acquisitions for growth; and

^ Healthy balance sheet | Keeping
pace with capital activity and

acquisition spending to maintain

HEALTHY
BALANCE SHEET

ACCRETIVE
ACQUISITIONS

a healthy balance sheet in order to
take advantage of opportunities as
they arise throughout the commodity

Our primary goal is
to deliver maximum
distributions to
Unitholders.

price cycles.
Each component of our business plan requires
meticulous attention to detail and astute
management of our asset base. They also
require that we be attuned to changes in
gas markets and new opportunities evolving
within and outside the sector. All of the Trust’s
activities are focused on the prime objective of
our business plan – to maximize distributions
to our Unitholders.

MAXIMIZE
CASH FLOW

ASSET
OPTIMIZATION
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NATURAL GAS PRICE ($/Mcf)
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resourceful
MAXIMIZE CASH FLOW

MANAGING PRODUCTION, PRICING AND COSTS

Proactive price management

Maximizing netbacks from every molecule of gas we produce
requires meticulous attention to detail and discipline.

Commodity pricing is a substantial variable in the Trust’s

Production

can be influenced. PET manages the price side of the revenue

Paramount Energy Operating Corp., the Trust’s wholly-owned
operating company and administrator, operates over 90 percent
of PET’s production base, allowing for hands-on management of
the most significant variable in the revenue equation. Sales gas

equation through an active hedging program and proactive gas

production is maximized on a daily basis by the Trust’s experienced
team of field operators which manage our remote facilities 24
hours per day. Facility run times are in excess of 95 percent as our
preventative maintenance programs keep unplanned downtime to
a minimum.

acquisitions. For example, we evaluate acquisitions under specific

Managing costs

Recent creative gas marketing initiatives have included direct sales

We manage the cost side of our business through bottom-up and
target-driven budgeting in all areas of spending, from operating and
general and administrative costs, through planning and executing an
efficient capital expenditure program, to exploring creative financing
alternatives. Significant effort and capital are directed toward
optimizing the netbacks from our asset base by consolidating

of gas to end-users in northeast Alberta and a recent investment

Natural gas prices
While PET sells the majority of its gas production in Alberta, the
prices we receive are a function of overall North American prices,
typically referenced to spot prices for contracts traded on the New
York Mercantile Exchange (“NYMEX”). Consequently, Alberta gas
prices are a function of NYMEX prices, foreign exchange rates
and the costs of transportation of gas from Alberta to consuming
regions on various pipelines, referred to as the “Basis Differential”.
Alberta gas prices are typically referenced to “AECO” indices or
the prices paid for gas at the AECO storage hub near Empress,
Alberta. PET’s typical pricing can be summarized as follows:
NYMEX spot price ($US/MMbtu)

– Basis differential to Alberta ($US/MMbtu)
× Conversion to $Cdn ($Cdn/MMbtu)
÷ Conversion to gigajoules (≈ 1.055 GJ/MMbtu)
= AECO index ($Cdn/GJ)
– Inter-Alberta transportation ($Cdn/GJ)
x Conversion to Mcf (≈ 1.055 GJ/Mcf)
= PET plantgate price ($Cdn/Mcf)

profitability and, although not completely within our control, it

marketing initiatives. We look for opportunities to capitalize on
pricing strength largely for two reasons: to ensure the continuation
of stable monthly distributions; or to improve the economics of
price forecasts. If we can lock in a portion of the production at
higher prices than the acquisition was evaluated at, we can
improve the economics of that acquisition and enhance the return
to our Unitholders.

by PET in a gas marketing limited partnership to which we will
direct a minimum of 30 MMcf/d of the Trust’s gas sales on average
for the next five years.
Netbacks
Our focus on both cost control and price management has resulted
in PET achieving one of the highest netbacks in the royalty trust
sector. Maintaining that performance is a key area of focus which
is fundamental to the continued strength of our distributions.
NETBACKS
����
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and reconfiguring plant and pipeline facilities. As a result, our unit
operating costs are in the top quartile of the industry.
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UNDEVELOPED LAND
Net acres
per MBOE
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sustainable
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A S S E T O P T I M I Z AT I O N

Net acres
per BOE/d
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EFFECTIVE ASSET MANAGEMENT CREATES VALUE

The pillars of long-term sustainability for an energy trust are:

The continual optimization of our asset base with the prime

^ a predictable production base;
^ a low operating cost structure;
^ an opportunity inventory for cost-effective production adds; and
^ undeveloped land to feed the prospect inventory.

objective of maximizing Unitholder value is an important
component of our overall business plan.
Low risk exploitation
PET has substantial low risk exploitation opportunities. With an
extensive inventory of drilling and completion prospects on our
land base, we are able to add new production and reserves in
a cost-effective manner. The inventory continues to grow over
time as each successful tie-in improves the risk/reward profile of
future prospects.
Infrastructure optimization
PET has significant ownership in over 70 operated facilities. There
are numerous and ever-changing ways to reconfigure pipelines,

PET’s asset base is 100 percent shallow natural gas. Long
production histories and well understood geological play types
provide confidence in the extrapolation of future production
estimates. High working interest and operatorship allow for
control of the operating cost structure. Shallow gas opportunities
are characterized by relatively low cost drilling and completion
operations for relatively high deliverability, which translate into low
cost production additions. Historically, PET has been able to add
production for less than $2.5 million per MMcf/d and expects to
continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

Within the royalty trust sector, we are unique for the size of our

At current gas prices and netbacks, PET’s production base
will generate approximately $250 million in cash flow. With 24
percent cash flow reinvestment, or $60 million, PET’s inventory of
opportunities should yield 24 MMcf/d of production additions. This
results in no decline in PET’s base production. In 2005, a $40 million
capital program was executed in the first quarter, adding more than
15 MMcf/d of production. Increased spending on our year-round
access properties will bridge the production decline gap further.

undeveloped land base relative to our production and reserves.

HISTORICAL PRODUCTION

the flows of natural gas evolve. The Trust’s shallow gas production
facilities were constructed in a modular design, therefore equipment
can be interchanged amongst facilities to optimize horsepower as
requirements evolve.
Land stewardship

Proactive stewardship of that valuable undeveloped land is aimed

���

��

at converting this resource into Unitholder value. The prospect
inventory continues to increase as infrastructure expands, seismic
is acquired and technical teams work the assets.
For opportunities that fall outside of the Trust’s risk tolerance, or
where no activity is envisioned that would change the prospect’s
risk level, we enter into joint ventures or farm-out arrangements
with other companies to evaluate lands while minimizing our
risk exposure.
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OUR FORMULA FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability is achieved when:
Distributions

+

Capital
reinvestment

<
–

Cash flow from
operations

And production is unchanged year over year (assuming constant prices)
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plants and other facilities to optimize production and reduce costs as
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PET’s 5.3 year reserve life index implies a base production decline
of approximately 20 percent. In reality, that decline rate has
historically been under seven percent with cash flow reinvestment
of less than 20 percent for the past several years. This level of reinvestment in our asset base, in combination with our acquisition
activity typically funded by equity and debt, has led to significant
overall growth in production and cash flow for the Trust.
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ACCRETIVE ACQUISITIONS

BUILDING VALUE FOR UNITHOLDERS
The pursuit of accretive acquisitions is a critical component

��

��

Paramount Energy Trust

of our growth strategy. Primarily, we look for two types of

Major acquisitions

acquisitions: properties in northeast Alberta which are comple-

Marten Hills assets

mentary to our existing assets; and shallow gas acquisitions

Cavell Energy Corp.

that allow us to diversify into other geographic areas with similar

Athabasca assets

facilities and play types to those in northeast Alberta. Geographic

Core consolidations

�������������

diversification to areas providing year-round access allows PET to

Saleski

spread its capital program beyond the first quarter of the year as we

Portage

are restricted to winter-only access in the majority of our northeast

Kettle River/Chard

Alberta assets.

Liege

Acquisition criteria

Wabasca

First and foremost, acquisitions must be accretive by all
measures, including the financing activities required to complete
our existing asset base, both technically and/or operationally.

���������

Certainly, there must be upside opportunities which we can
pursue within our risk tolerance, thus enhancing the economics
of each acquisition. Finally, we believe in the future vitality of the

��������

North American natural gas market and our natural gas focus
continues to be an important consideration as a distinguishing
characteristic of our Trust.

����� ��
������������

our purchases. We focus on acquisitions that are synergistic with

Major acquisitions – 2004
PET conducted an aggressive program of accretive acquisitions
in 2004. We added substantial production, lands and facilities
through three major transactions which were quickly integrated
into our existing operations; however, the general characteristics

�������

of our asset base remained unchanged except for one important
achievement, geographic diversification.
With the acquisition of Cavell Energy, we extended our Southern
area of focus to southwest Saskatchewan, which will allow further
exploitation and optimization activities to continue year round.
Core consolidations – 2004
In addition to the major acquisitions, we completed several

All of our acquisitions have met the accretion criteria, being

consolidating acquisitions within our established core producing

accretive to not only distributions, but production and reserves

areas, setting up opportunities to combine facilities which will

per Unit, and net asset value, among other measures, adding

translate into reduced operating costs and fuel gas usage over the

substantial value for Unitholders.

remaining productive life of the fields. As well, excess equipment
will be sold or used in other areas of our operations.
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accountable
H E A LT H Y B A L A N C E S H E E T

FINANCIAL STRENGTH ANCHORS OUR GROWTH

Industry-leading DRIP Plan

Maintaining a strong balance sheet is fundamental to the

PET’s industry-leading Distribution Reinvestment and Optional

long-term viability of PET, as well as ensuring the flexibility to

Trust Unit Purchase Plan (“DRIP Plan”) benefits both Unitholders

attain further growth through acquisitions.

and the Trust. The DRIP Plan allows for the reinvestment of distri-

Financing activities

butions and cash purchases of Trust Units at 94 percent of market.

During 2004 we raised over $300 million through financing
activities in May, July and August, largely in connection with

The plan has been welcomed by Unitholders and now provides a
source of continuous low-cost equity financing to PET.

our acquisition activity. As we exited the year we had a very

MAXIMIZING DISTRIBUTIONS AND DELIVERING

manageable level of debt, a strong balance sheet and the flexibility

PREMIUM RETURNS

to grow through further acquisition activity without incurring
unacceptable leverage.

PET’s business plan has been successful in delivering above
average returns to our Unitholders since the Trust’s creation in

Our borrowing capacity increased significantly with our growth

February 2003. Returns in the form of distributions alone have now

in 2004 as well as the additional clarity surrounding the gas over

exceeded our dividend-in-kind and Rights Offering price of $5.05

bitumen issue. PET now has a total borrowing capacity in excess

per Unit which launched Paramount Energy Trust. Further, the Unit

of $260 million including the convertible debentures.

price has appreciated over 50 percent from its initial trading price
of $11.79 per Unit. The horsepower of all four business strategies

CAPITALIZATION
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to our Unitholders.
DISTRIBUTION HISTORY

A February 3, 2003 - 9.9 million Trust Units were issued to PRL and distributed to
PRL shareholders by way of a dividend in-kind.
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B March 11, 2003 - Issued 29.7 million Trust Units at $5.05 per Unit pursuant to a
Rights Offering.
C May 30, 2003 - Equity financing issuing 5.0 million Trust Units at $12.65 per Unit.

G August 10, 2004 - Equity financing issuing 7.8 million Trust Units at $12.65 per Unit.
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TOTAL RETURN
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F July 16, 2004 - Issued 6.9 million Trust Units as a part of the Cavell plan of
arrangement at $11.35 per Unit.
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D February 2004 - Distribution Reinvestment Plan (DRIP) implemented.
E May 18, 2004 - Equity financing issuing 4.5 million Trust Units at $11.20 per Unit.
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continues to steadfastly deliver results, maximizing distributions
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responsive

President and Chief Operating Officer
Sue Riddell Rose
answers Unitholders’ most
F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S

Is there still a risk that the Trust will have additional gas
shut-in as a result of the gas over bitumen issue?

With a short Reserve Life Index, how will Paramount Energy
Trust maintain its production in the future?

As far as we understand, the risk is very low that the Trust will
have any additional gas shut-in within the bitumen area of concern
in northeast Alberta. We currently have a total of 17.4 MMcf/d of
sales gas shut-in; production was initially shut-in on September 1,
2003 and then on July 1, 2004 following Phase 2 of the Alberta
Energy and Utilities Board’s (“AEUB”) bitumen conservation
process. The Phase 2 interim hearing was held in March 2004
with the end result being the shut-in of all gas determined by
the AEUB to be in communication with potentially recoverable
bitumen; and hence potentially putting future bitumen recovery
at risk in the view of the AEUB. As all gas that was deemed to be
in communication with possibly recoverable bitumen was shut-in
on July 1, 2004, and this decision has remained for the most part
unchallenged, the Trust concludes that it will have no additional
volumes ordered shut-in.

While PET has one of the shorter reserve life indices in the energy
trust sector at about 5.3 years, the economics of our shallow gas
pools are such that the net present value of our assets is typically
maximized at a reserve life right around five years. This fact results
from the combination of:

A financial solution was implemented by the Government of
Alberta in December 2004 which significantly reduces the
financial impact of the gas over bitumen shut-ins. The financial
solution provides for the recovery of a portion of the lost cash flow
from the shut-in production on a monthly basis through royalty
reductions that would otherwise be payable to the Alberta Crown.
The formula to calculate the monthly royalty reduction is essentially
the deemed production multiplied by the Alberta Reference Price
for gas, less 20 percent royalties and operating costs of $0.45 per
Mcf, multiplied by an arbitrary 50 percent factor.
At current gas prices, the monthly royalty reduction represents
approximately 70 percent of the Trust’s lost cash flow from the
shut-in assets, or approximately $1.5 million per month. If any
further gas were to be shut-in within the AEUB’s current area
of concern in the future, it would qualify for the same financial
solution. As a result, we believe the potential future incremental
financial impact of the gas over bitumen issue on the Trust to be
very low.
10

to the time value of money; and

^ The minimization of the number of years over which fixed operating
costs are incurred.

TYPICAL SHALLOW GAS POOL

NPV@10% ($000’s)
(Including upfront capital for production additions)

$2000

B

$1800

D

$1600
Break-even

$1400

➜

A financial solution with the Alberta government has been
negotiated. How does that impact distributions?

(<$3 MM/MMcf/d);

^ The benefits of accelerated cash flow for Unitholders with respect

➜

The final phase of the bitumen conservation process is a final
technical hearing scheduled to begin in June 2005. This hearing
will be much broader in scope than the interim hearing and will
focus on the real technical issues; specifically, what impact gas
production from specific pools will have on the recovery of any
potential bitumen resource within the pools’ area of influence. After
full technical review in the final hearing, there is the possibility of
a recommencement of production from specific gas pools where
the AEUB determines that the risk to potentially recoverable
bitumen is low.

^ The ability to add production at cost effective levels

A

C

$1200

Production additions at
$2MM per MMcf/d

$1000

Production additions at
$3MM per MMcf/d

$800
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

RLI (years)

A Investments to accelerate production increase net present value (NPV) but shorten the
reserve life index.
B To achieve maximum NPV, the optimum reserve life is between four and five years,
assuming production can be added for $12,000 per flowing BOE/d with a high probability
of success.
C If production additions are more expensive, the return on investment is limited and a
longer reserve life index would be preferred.

As per the discussion on sustainability on page 7, the Trust’s
current level of production is sustainable with a 75 percent payout
ratio at current commodity prices and netbacks.

Are the Trust’s current distributions sustainable?
What is the Trust’s target payout ratio?

How are the Trust’s distributions treated with respect to
taxability in the United States?

The Trust targets a payout ratio of approximately 75 to 80 percent of
cash flow. Distributions are sustainable at their current level when
considering current gas prices, our production base and its inherent
decline rate, and our low-cost operating and administration profile.
That sustainability extends far into the future when we consider
the large inventory of opportunities we have within our asset base
where we can cost effectively add production at <$15,000 per
flowing BOE/d and our extensive undeveloped land base.

No amounts are required to be reported on a U.S. Individual Income
Tax Return if PET Trust Units are held within a Qualified Retirement
Plan. For Trust Units held outside of a Qualified Retirement Plan,
PET, in consultation with its U.S. tax advisors, believes that it
should be treated as a corporation and its Units as equity under
U.S. tax law. Therefore, a portion of the Trust’s distributions paid
during the year should be considered dividends for U.S. federal
income tax purposes.

What is your philosophy on hedging?

The dividend component is based on PET’s current and
accumulated earnings and profits determined in accordance
with U.S. income tax principles. PET has determined that 82.39
percent of the distributions paid during 2004 should be reported
as dividends and the remaining 17.61 percent as tax-deferred
return of capital. This could possibly trigger a capital gain if the
tax-deferred portion of the distribution exceeds your tax basis in
the Units.

Our hedging strategy is based on maximizing distributable income
while managing price risk and we are certainly proactive and
opportunistic. The business drivers behind our hedging include
ensuring the sustainability of distributions or enhancing the
economics related to major acquisitions. A number of market
analysis tools are used in an attempt to identify perceived
anomalies or trends in natural gas markets. Generally, as part of
our risk management, we limit hedging activity to 50 percent of
forecast production for any given period.
What can Unitholders expect in terms of the taxability of
the Trust’s distributions?
For Trust Units held by Canadian residents within tax-deferred
accounts, such as an RRSP, RRIF, RESP or DPSP, no amounts are
required to be reported as taxable income. Instead, distributions
are treated as gains from capital appreciation of the Units and cash
distributions are tax-deferred.

PET believes that the dividend portion of the 2004 distributions
should be considered Qualified Dividends under the Jobs and
Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003. Such Qualified
Dividends should be eligible for the reduced tax rate applicable
to long-term capital gains. Again, Unitholders should consult a tax
advisor with respect to individual circumstances.
How will the Trust continue to add value for Unitholders
in the future in this environment of highly volatile
commodity prices?

For Trust Units held by Canadian residents outside of tax-deferred
accounts, approximately 21 percent of 2004 cash distributions
were considered a tax-deferred return of capital. The remaining
79 percent was classified as a return on capital and treated as
taxable income for the year in which the cash distribution was paid
or payable by PET. With the Trust’s current and forecast tax pool
position, we expect future distributions to be approximately 80 to
85 percent taxable.

We are comfortable that our business plan is sound and we plan
to stay the course in executing the four components of that plan
which are described in detail in this Trust Profile. Included in our
business plan are strategies to capitalize on gas markets. Short
cycles in gas prices created by the very tight supply-demand
balance in the North American gas market should continue to
provide opportunities to add value for our Unitholders now and for
the foreseeable future.

How does one calculate the Adjusted Cost Base for capital
gains or losses on capital property?

Does PET intend to stay 100 percent natural gas focused?

The Unitholders’ Adjusted Cost Base is used in calculating capital
gains or losses on the disposition of Trust Units if the owner
holds the Trust Units as capital property. Unitholders are required
to reduce the Adjusted Cost Base of their Units by an amount
equal to the cumulative cash from distributions, minus cumulative
taxable amounts.
For example, in 2004 cash distributions of $2.18 per Trust Unit
were distributed to Unitholders. Of this, $1.713 per Trust Unit was
taxable and $0.467 per Trust Unit was tax-deferred. Unitholders
who received distributions throughout 2004 would revise their
Adjusted Cost Base downward by $0.467 per Trust Unit.
Further information regarding the past monthly distributions and
taxation splits are available on the Trust’s website. However,
Unitholders are advised to consult their personal tax advisors
with respect to their particular circumstances.

We are unlikely to remain 100 percent natural gas focused forever
as many attractive acquisition opportunities include both oil and
gas assets. However, gas focus will continue to be a key criteria
in our acquisition screening process. There are certain attributes
of natural gas, besides familiarity, that we find attractive. Much
of the incremental energy demand in North America is based on
gas-fired capacity. Furthermore, gas is in increasingly short-supply
on the continent, with production from new wells declining more
rapidly and new discoveries becoming more difficult to make.
Unlike oil, gas still remains a North American rather than a worldwide commodity.
Furthermore our technical experience and expertise has been
focused on shallow natural gas. We believe that this expertise
lends a particular competitive advantage to PET and therefore,
benefits our Unitholders. In short, scarcity breeds opportunity and
opportunity coupled with expertise and experience is a powerful
advantage.
Finally, the gas focus provides a unique distinguishing characteristic
for PET in the ever-growing energy Trust sector. We feel that it
is important that the investor be able to differentiate PET from
the pack.
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Environment

integrate health and safety into the design of workplace practices

Environmental stewardship is an integral aspect of our

and conditions. We endeavour to make safety a guiding factor in

operations and a significant component of PET’s decision

all decisions with safety awareness, training and accountability

making process. In acknowledging the environmental impact

being well established fundamentals of our organization.

that oil and gas operations can have, we take a proactive approach
to the impact of our activities on our valuable resources. We

Community investment

constantly monitor and review our operations and facilities to find

The Trust’s success depends on the support and contribution of

news ways to improve our environmental performance, and we

our valued employees, consultants, contractors, service providers,

work to operate in a manner consistent with these policies.

and other stakeholders. For this reason we support their values and
community involvement. It is these symbiotic relationships which

Health and safety

drive our community outreach. Our focus in the community

PET’s number one priority is the safety of its employees and

is strongly influenced by the charitable activities of our

contractors. The Trust is committed to achieving and maintaining

employees and we support their efforts through a community

a high standard of workplace health and safety, and our principles

outreach program. We fund many worthy and varied projects in
support of the communities in which we live and work.
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